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(An Open-ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund)

While it’s confusing to decide the right allocation between Large, Mid and Small Cap stocks, it is even tougher to identify the best stocks/ funds to invest in, within these categories!

We present you a unique combination of active + passive investing!
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*Maximum total expense ratio (TER) of 1%.
Investors will be bearing the recurring expenses of the scheme, in addition to the expenses of underlying scheme. *The Fund will invest in units of Nippon India ETFs/ Index Funds, based on the industry’s multicap category weighted allocation into large, mid and small cap stocks as provided by Crisil every month.

Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF (An Open-ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund)

Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF is suitable for investors who are seeking*:
- Long term capital appreciation
- Investment predominantly in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
Almost all parts of Kashmir Valley received snowfall Saturday, leaving Srinagar city under two-three inches of snow, and several roads blocked. Abid Bashir
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Chautala says talk soon: Farmers first discuss repeal

Express senior reporter Shashi Tharoor on the gap between nationalism and patriotism

Tharoor talks about his latest book, and what national and really, really national means in the Indian context.

In the latest episode of the Sandalwood Boy, Tharoor takes up his book's addressable mystical, and its politics.

Shashi Tharoor on the gap between nationalism and patriotism

The company also never re-"phone" the government and workers on issues of concern, which includes a wage increase, said a union official.

Karnataka

iPhonemobile operator offers pay hike after worker protest

The iPhone plant in Karnataka suspended work after pay talks failed to lead to a resolution.

“Nothing to do with the ongoing farmer movement,” said a union official.

This would remain a point of contention, the farmer leaders said.

States, especially Punjab, said they had the acquired right to organise the farmer movement at the state level. “We have stood by farmers from the beginning. It is our manifesto,” said BKC President Raminder Singh Pathania.

MHA and the central government, however, wanted to have a say in the arrangement of the Joint Forum of farmers.

“Government has given the option to three IPS officers to withdraw from the Centre where they were posted. They were asked to go to their respective states to work, but they did not.”

Two days later, the Calcutta High Court asked the Ministry of Home Affairs to follow up with the officers.

The government has not taken any action. It has neither reached out to them nor asked them to return to the Centre.

Karnataka’s minister turned his back on the farmer movement, after his proposal to continue the movement was rejected.

“arrests remain a grey area,” said a senior police officer.

The officer said the police had also collected “evidence” on the students who had been busted.

Manish Tripathi, who舭res to all the different laws the government had passed, said it was a “constitutional ploy”.

“arrests remain a grey area,” said a senior police officer.

This would remain a point of contention, the farmer leaders said.
FARMERS’ PROTEST DAY 17: MORE VEHICLES FROM PUNJAB ROLL IN

‘For each person who goes back home 10 arrive’

Stir going strong, transport firms and factories from Tikri say business is down

Massive boiler is new star at Singhu border

ANANYA TIWARI
NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 12

According to data from Transporters’ Welfare Association (TWA), farmers have sent several thousand trucks along the Delhi-Jaipur highway, ahead of the farmers’ planned protest on Sunday.

A truck driver said, “We saw a truck that was stuck on the Rohtak road, say they are facing losses as neither raw material or finished goods are getting transported. There has been no impact on the supply chain so far, and we aren’t sending any more trucks because of the uncertainty.”

However, Pradeep Singhal, the general manager of Vijay Transporters’ Welfare Association, said, “There has been no impact on the supply chain, but we are not sending any more trucks because of the uncertainty.”

Singhal also added that the laborers are also finding it difficult to arrive at farms. He said, “Many transporters have stopped operating, and we are not sending any more trucks because of the uncertainty.”

On Saturday, a new truck or trolley kept reaching the Tikri border all day long. A farmer said, “We go back, a number of other trucks will replace us. There are many others from the same village who are planning to come and stay here.”

Another farmer said, “We are not going back, we will continue to stay here. We will come back with more people than I dropped,” he said. The bus, headed by Arvind Kumar (18), working as a labourer at a shoefactory and his family of 10. He and his family bought a tent from an nearby shop along the highway to spend Rs100-150 on toll...it’s a long way, he said.

Other farmers, who make ready to spend Rs100-150 on toll, also expressed their concerns. Some farmers, who are planning to come and stay here, said, “We will come back with more people than I dropped.”

Amandeep Singh (25), who reached the border with 10 family members, said it was a 10-hour journey. His family, consisting of a father, mother, and four children, came to Tikri from Patiala.

Singhal shared, “We will keep extending our support to farmers. It is a long battle, and we will keep supporting them.”

A farmer said, “We have not read the farm bills so far. We want to see the final version of the bill before taking any decision.”

In the meantime, the government has been working on a new law to provide security to farmers and prevent violence. The government has assured farmers that their concerns will be addressed in the new law, and they will be given a say in the decision-making process.

A farmer said, “We are not stopping until our demands are met. We will continue to stay here until the government agrees to our demands.”
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In the meantime, the government has been working on a new law to provide security to farmers and prevent violence. The government has assured farmers that their concerns will be addressed in the new law, and they will be given a say in the decision-making process.
After protest, Jamia puts exams on hold

Jamia Millia Islamia has put its exams on hold until further notice after the university’s exam portal crashed over the weekend.

In an announcement yesterday, the Vice-Chancellor said the university had put exams on hold "till further notice," adding that the exams would be held after the portal was fixed.

"The exams were being conducted online sitting in their homes," the announcement said.

"Students have been constantly updating us with issues and glitches, which we are trying to resolve," it said.

"We have informed the candidates to not panic as all efforts are being made to rectify the matter," it added.

The announcement comes after students from various universities in Delhi complained of laptop glitches, slow internet, and other problems during the exams.

Some students had complained that the exam portal was not loading, while others reported that they were unable to access their question papers.

Many students also reported that they were unable to submit their answer sheets on time due to technical issues.

Delhi Police has registered a case against the university for violating the Delhi University Act.

On Friday, the university had said that it would continue with the exams even if the portal was not working.

"We are conducting the exams as per the schedule," the university had said.

Students had also alleged that the university had not provided them with adequate facilities and support.

"We are committed to conducting the exams as per the schedule," the university had said.

Some students had also threatened to go on strike if their demands were not met.

On Sunday, the university had announced that it would conduct the exams in a few more cities.

"In view of the large number of students who have complained about the functioning of the portal, we have decided to conduct the exams in a few more cities," the university had said.

The students had also demanded that the exams be held in a fair manner and that the university should provide them with adequate facilities.

"We demand that the exams be held in a fair manner and that the university should provide us with adequate facilities," the students had said.

The university had earlier said that it would conduct the exams in a few more cities to accommodate the large number of students.

"We are conducting the exams in a few more cities to accommodate the large number of students," the university had said.

The announcement comes after the university had faced criticism for its handling of the exams.

"We have been facing criticism for our handling of the exams," the university had said.

"We are trying our best to conduct the exams in a fair manner," the university had said.
Poonch town has often faced unannounced shelling, said a Sarpanch was among six voters killed on Sunday. Elections in Jammu and Kashmir, Ahead of the Sixth phase of the Lok Sabha elections, voters will decide the fate of 17 constituencies in Jammu. The BJP fielded 43 candidates, but added that more will be inducted as the elections come closer. Meanwhile, nearly 7.48 lakh voters turned out to cast their votes out of 24.69 lakhs enrolled as voters in the Union Territory of J&K. Of these, 92,000 were identified as “sensitive” and 152,000 as “vulnerable”. The Election Commission has also reviewed the possibility of shifting polling stations or introducing measures to ensure safety and security of voters.

China's military action in the area has led to increased tensions. The Indian Army is on high alert and has deployed additional forces in the region. Poonch town has often faced unannounced shelling, said a Sarpanch was among six voters killed on Sunday. Elections in Jammu and Kashmir, Ahead of the Sixth phase of the Lok Sabha elections, voters will decide the fate of 17 constituencies in Jammu. The BJP fielded 43 candidates, but added that more will be inducted as the elections come closer. Meanwhile, nearly 7.48 lakh voters turned to cast their votes out of 24.69 lakhs enrolled as voters in the Union Territory of J&K. Of these, 92,000 were identified as “sensitive” and 152,000 as “vulnerable”. The Election Commission has also reviewed the possibility of shifting polling stations or introducing measures to ensure safety and security of voters.

China's military action in the area has led to increased tensions. The Indian Army is on high alert and has deployed additional forces in the region.

Pak shelling along LoC: india

China shatxas ma will deflect territory at all costs: Army Vice Chief

China’s military action in the area has led to increased tensions. The Indian Army is on high alert and has deployed additional forces in the region.
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China’s military action in the area has led to increased tensions. The Indian Army is on high alert and has deployed additional forces in the region.
As Pawar turns 80, colleague, ally rue missed PM chance

Would like him as UP chief: Shinde

New MP law to get unused to pay farmers assured price, say dist officers

DEPUTATION ROW AFTER MHA DEMAND FOR BENGAL IPS OFFICERS

Deve Gowda, Lalu Prasad Yadav and Mulayam Singh Yadav's ally missed

Base shrinking, anxious to keep BJP happy, JDS walks a fine line

Final word with Centre, but hopes showing for state not easy

Ajit Pawar, former MLA, was denied 80th party colleague, and some leaders of his times were also\n
Amit Shah trying to impose emergency, intimidating top officers: TMC MP
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West Bengal
Buddhadeb’s condition improving
docs
Kolkata: Former West Bengal chief minister Buddhadeb
Buddhadeb has been discharged from the Apollo
Memorial hospital on Wednesday after a coro-
navirus test on Monday showed that his condi-
tion had improved.

Chandni’s brothers Sunil (32),
Sushil (28) and Sudhir (26) met
32-year-old man for an allegedly
allergic to the COVID-19 vaccine.

Police order in Budhadeb’s case

Kerala CM announces
Free COVID vaccine for all

On December 12, a 12-year-old boy for allegedly
injured his mother’s leg while playing in the
park. He was admitted to the hospital in the
KGD hospital.

Chandni was admitted to the hospital
on December 22. She died the same
evening while being treated for
breathing problems.

The body was brought to the
KGD hospital where it was
exposed to the public for
three days. The family
was given time to view the
body and take it to their
home.
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The body was then exhumed on
Friday night and sent to the
medical college for post-mortem.

What police station when the
boy was admitted to the
hospital on December 22.
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Uttarakhand RTI activist death: 3 minors among 4 held

Defence: Demon police on 24th December in connection with the death of 3-year-old Diljeet Kaur Khaira. After the ball landed outside the police headquarters, the police team went to the scene. The accused, Diljeet Kaur Khaira, was killed. There were allegations that the victim was killed while playing with a ball on December 24th.

JAK PROJECTS CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION LTD.

Notice Dateline

POLICE OFFICIALS DETAINED THREE MINORS IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEATH OF 3-YEAR-OLD Diljeet Kaur Khaira. After the ball landed outside the police headquarters, the police team went to the scene. The accused, Diljeet Kaur Khaira, was killed. There were allegations that the victim was killed while playing with a ball on December 24th.

JAK PROJECTS CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION LTD.
With farmers rejecting the government’s offer and deciding to continue their protest against the farm laws, The Sunday Express meets some of the farmers camping at Delhi’s borders, and visits their farms and families back home, to find a shared concern—a sense of despair over falling crop prices.

**Harshik Shah Darbar**

NEW DELHI:

Ex-Captain of Punjab's Dulewala hockey team, Harshik Shah Darbar is an ex-Sapper at the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited. He has been camping at the Delhi-Gurugram border since November 26. When asked why he is camped at the border, he says, “It is plying two reasons. One, it is a protest against the new laws and two, it is for saving my land which has been involved in these laws. It is the developmental period of the crops. Their life is totally affected and they are here to protect their lands.”

He is also concerned about the impact of the new laws on his land. “I have 15 acres of land, 7 acres of which is under lease. It is very risky for the farmer to lease land as they have to pay twice to the landlord and twice to the buyer. This is a big threat for us.”

**Narpinder Singh, 40**

RANSIHKHURDVILLAGE, MOGA, PUNJAB

**TOTAL LAND:** 13 acres; seven acres on lease

**CROPS:** Wheat, paddy, green fodder and vegetables

Narpinder Singh lives in Ransi Khurd village in Moga district. His farm is spread over 13 acres, out of which he leases 7 acres in various seasonal crops. He owns a tractor, a harrow machine, a rotavator, a land leveler, and a trolley. He uses these to cultivate 6 acres of paddy, 3 acres of wheat, 2 acres of green fodder, and 2 acres of vegetables. He says, “The harvest season is over, but we have not sold our produce yet. We are waiting for the mandis to open.”

Narpinder Singh says that the new laws will further increase the prices of the crops, making it difficult for farmers to sell their produce. “The new laws will make it difficult for us to sell our produce at a fair price. We are worried that the corporates will not buy our produce at a fair price.”

**Gurtej Saini, 50**

JATANAVILLAGE, LUDHIANA

**TOTAL LAND:** 25 acres

**CROPS:** Wheat, paddy, green fodder and vegetables

Gurtej Saini, an farmers union leader, lives in Jatana village in Ludhiana. He has been camping at the Delhi-Gurugram border since November 28. He says, “The new laws will affect all farmers. The new laws will make it difficult for us to sell our produce at a fair price. The corporates will not buy our produce at a fair price.”

Gurtej Saini says that the new laws will make it difficult for farmers to sell their produce. “The corporates will not buy our produce at a fair price. We are worried that the corporates will not buy our produce at a fair price.”

**Sukrit Barua, 35**

NANHERIVILLAGE, PATIALA

**TOTAL LAND:** 13 acres

**CROPS:** Wheat, paddy, green fodder and vegetables

Sukrit Barua lives in Nanheri village in Patiala. He has been camping at the Delhi-Gurugram border since November 26. When asked why he is camped at the border, he says, “It is plying two reasons. One, it is a protest against the new laws and two, it is for saving my land which has been involved in these laws. It is the developmental period of the crops. Their life is totally affected and they are here to protect their lands.”

He is also concerned about the impact of the new laws on his land. “I have 13 acres of land, 7 acres of which is under lease. It is very risky for the farmer to lease land as they have to pay twice to the landlord and twice to the buyer. This is a big threat for us.”

Gurtej Saini says that the new laws will further increase the prices of the crops, making it difficult for farmers to sell their produce. “The new laws will make it difficult for us to sell our produce at a fair price. We are worried that the corporates will not buy our produce at a fair price.”

Gurtej Saini says that the new laws will make it difficult for farmers to sell their produce. “The corporates will not buy our produce at a fair price. We are worried that the corporates will not buy our produce at a fair price.”

**Kurushetra, Haryana**

PADDUVILLAGE, 13 acres; seven acres on lease

**CROPS:** Wheat, paddy, green fodder and vegetables

Padlu village in Kurushetra district is a small village with a population of around 1,000. The village is known for its rich agricultural land. The village has a total land area of 13 acres, out of which 7 acres is leased to farmers. The village has a tractor, a harrow machine, a rotavator, a land leveler, and a trolley. The farmers in the village use these to cultivate 6 acres of paddy, 3 acres of wheat, 2 acres of green fodder, and 2 acres of vegetables. The village has a total population of around 1,000, with an average annual income of around Rs 2 lakh. The village has a total population of around 1,000, with an average annual income of around Rs 2 lakh.
**The new normal’s scary**

One can conclude that the most vulnerable to this UP is two young people falling in love and imprinting: Hence it is engaging the attention of the chief minister himself. FAAF Bundelkhand, there is a severe problem.

**Surgency of Pride**

Every change in life isnewsworthy. Every change is newsworthy. When 17 of Pakistan’s board posted in London companies are occupied by women, when students couldn’t enjoy college life, or when we couldn’t experience a normal life in the last 12 months, these are not just anomalies but are part of the systemic issues that our society is facing. Moreover, the lack of representation of women in the workforce is a significant issue that needs to be addressed. In summary, women have been disproportionately affected by the pandemic, and the systemic issues that have contributed to this are now being highlighted.

**Chilling facts**

Some other new normal things which made the voice of the people not being heard.

**The response of Dalit patriarchy also shows how much of a position they hold in the society.**

Dalits, Harijans, and Adivasis are a part of the Indian society, and their rights have been suppressed for a long time. The recent incidents of violence against Dalits in different parts of the country have highlighted the need for better protection and support for these marginalized communities. The government should take steps to ensure that the voices of Dalits and other marginalized communities are heard and that their rights are protected. This is important not only for the social and economic development of these communities but also for the overall stability and progress of the country.

**Dalits and the oppressions within**

The real problem with his farmlaws was that they were not only intended to benefit the rich but also to suppress the voice of the people. If the Prime Minister truly believes that democracy is about speaking and listening, then he should give the voice of the people a chance to be heard. This includes the voices of Dalits, Adivasis, and other marginalized communities who have been systematically suppressed for a long time. If the Prime Minister wants to achieve the goal of a “New India”, then he must take steps to ensure that the voices of the marginalized communities are heard and that their rights are protected. This is important not only for the social and economic development of these communities but also for the overall stability and progress of the country.
The Pfizer Global Supply Kalamazoo manufacturing plant in Michigan was expected to supply up to 25 million doses before the end of the year, and 100 million total doses by March.

The announcement kicks off a wave of submissions to get the vaccine into Puerto Rican pharmacies and reduces the pressure on the federal government to ship vaccine to the island. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Puerto Rico has been sending vaccine to the mainland despite its own supply, a move that has prompted criticism.

The news comes as the US continues to grapple with a persistent surge of COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and deaths. With a vaccination rate of around 50%, the country is still far from achieving herd immunity. However, the availability of the vaccine in Puerto Rico is seen as a positive step forward in the efforts to control the pandemic.

Meanwhile, other countries around the world are also stepping up their vaccination efforts. As of now, several countries have administered over 100 million doses, with some countries reaching vaccination rates over 50%. The goal of vaccinating the world’s population remains elusive, but progress is being made as more vaccines become available.

Overall, the news on the availability of the vaccine in Puerto Rico is a significant development in the ongoing battle against COVID-19. It is hoped that this move will encourage other countries to step up their vaccination efforts and bring the world closer to achieving herd immunity.
AstraZeneca to buy Alexion for $39 billion

NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 12

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has asked borrowers to make reasonable and sustainable plans for debt resolution rather than working out resolutions plans under the extant insolvency and bankruptcy framework. The RBI resolution framework to tackle stress in the banking system and non-bank financial companies (NBFCs) is under stress after Covid-19 hit India, said an official of the central bank.

As per the RBI, borrowers do not have any option but to make reasonable and sustainable plans for debt resolution rather than working out resolutions plans under the extant insolvency and bankruptcy framework.

The RBI clarification ensures that it is not only working on the priority sectors, but rather, it is taking a holistic view towards ensuring that the overall economy does not get affected due to the ongoing stress in the banking system and NBFCs.

The central bank reiterated that the specific continue situation in India has already implemented a single window for debt resolution cases, but the specific continuos clarification ensures that it is not only working on the priority sectors, but rather, it is taking a holistic view towards ensuring that the overall economy does not get affected due to the ongoing stress in the banking system and NBFCs.
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Play is serious business. A peek into the world of toy start-ups in India

Story by Panamoni Chakraborty

The toys on display would have smelt of plastic. But when Meeta Sharma Gupta, 43, returned to India from the US, and started Go Goggles, there was no smell of plastic. "The toys were made of wood," she says. "They were natural and organic and that was the main difference from the toys we used to buy in the West.

"You play with toy stones, with wooden parts, and make your own toy as you go along. I was struck by the idea that toys can be different," Gupta says. "They can be made of natural materials and be organic and environmentally friendly."

Gupta launched Go Goggles in 2015, and the company has since produced a range of toys that are focused on natural materials and organic construction. The company has also launched a line of educational games that are focused on science, technology, engineering, and math.

"We think that children should be encouraged to play with natural materials and natural toys," Gupta says. "We want to encourage children to learn through play and to create their own toys using natural materials."
The Rashtrapati Bhavan kitchen has a culinary reach which celebrates the regional yet has an impact on the global pie

Achint Raj Caroli

The frontline and personnel working for the Rashtrapati Bhavan kitchens have a duty to look as though the fish was still whole. They have to make sure that people at home have their meals properly served. The kitchen staff has been working hard to ensure that the food is cooked to perfection and served with utmost care.

The Rashtrapati Bhavan kitchen has a reputation for its delicious and authentic recipes. The chefs at the kitchen are always looking for ways to innovate and experiment with new ingredients and flavors. They are always open to feedback and suggestions from the guests, and they always strive to exceed their expectations.

The Rashtrapati Bhavan kitchen is a great example of how traditional Indian cuisine can be reimagined and presented in a modern and accessible way. The kitchen staff is dedicated to preserving the rich culinary heritage of India and bringing it to the world.

The Rashtrapati Bhavan kitchen is a testament to the power of food. It is not just a place to eat, but a place to connect and build relationships. The kitchen staff works hard to ensure that everyone who visits the kitchen feels welcome and respected.

The Rashtrapati Bhavan kitchen is a symbol of hope and resilience. Despite the challenges of the pandemic, the kitchen staff continues to work hard to ensure that people have access to nourishing and delicious meals. The kitchen is a source of comfort and joy for many, and it is a reminder of the power of food to bring people together.

The Rashtrapati Bhavan kitchen is a shining example of how traditional Indian cuisine can be reinvented and presented in a modern and accessible way. The kitchen staff is dedicated to preserving the rich culinary heritage of India and bringing it to the world.
India-born urban planner Nithya Ramasamy, who assumes office tomorrow on winning the Los Angeles city council member seat and why accountability in local government is important in local government.

"I was too confused to figure out what was going on in my head, and I was completely overwhelmed."

COMMUNITY

"The late Astad Debooin was a genius who could never sit still."
AOTCFU
ASUWKQ
PRNSU
of bid document in the portal: -
The bidders have to participate in online bidding only. Further details can be downloaded on the e-procurement Portal.

Governor of Odisha invites bids through e-procurement in double cover tenders for:
1. Construction of Wadsa Nainpur Bridge
2. Construction of Gravel Road

An advertisement in any manner whatsoever shall not be published or issued in the newspaper unless and until the application for the same has been approved in writing by the Cable & Irrigation Department, Government of Odisha.

The nature of the work shall be determined by the respective Executive Engineer in consultation with the Department concerned.

Date of publication of this notice, failing which further steps will be taken after expiry of 60 days from the date available to redeem the secured assets.

The borrower attention is invited to provisions of sub-section (8) of section 13 of the Act, in respect of hypothecation of Movable Properties:

Date: 11.12.2020

The repository to be notified in the name of Sri Kanhaiya Singh S/o Sri Ravindra Singh. The boundaries of this property are:
1. North-Gujab
2. South-Nij
3. East-Nirmal Singh
4. West-Rasta.

It can burn wrongly applied tape (4)
for final disposal (6)

Other terms & conditions can be seen in the bidding documents.

It’s your Birthday
Sunday December 13
Your love for your partner is very strong. You are better at planning and making changes than others. It would be a good idea to pursue a new hobby or interest in the new year.

Your Week Ahead
ABR (Mar 25 - Apr 20)
Your new year, your new job. You are full of confidence and new ideas. Keep an eye on your health and work-life balance.

PISCES (Feb 19 - Mar 20)
You may find yourself in a difficult situation. Seek advice from a trusted friend or family member. Your financial situation will improve in the coming days.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21)
You are feeling adventurous and ready for new challenges. Keep an open mind and be ready to adapt to changes.

LEO (Jul 23 - Aug 22)
You are feeling confident and assertive. Your personal life may be going through some changes, but you are handling them well.

VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sep 22)
You are feeling creative and innovative. Your work life may be going through some changes, but you are handling them well.

TAURUS (Apr 21 - May 20)
Your social life may be going through some changes, but you are handling them well.

CANCER (Jun 21 - Jul 22)
Your financial situation may be going through some changes, but you are handling them well.

ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr 20)
You are feeling adventurous and ready for new challenges. Keep an open mind and be ready to adapt to changes.

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)
You are feeling confident and assertive. Your personal life may be going through some changes, but you are handling them well.

Financial interest matter of your mind.

Office of the Executive Engineer,
Drinking Water & Sanitation Division, Jamtara.

Aries is a sign of new beginnings and you are feeling adventurous and ready for new challenges. Keep an open mind and be ready to adapt to changes.

Capricorn is a sign of new beginnings and you are feeling confident and assertive. Your personal life may be going through some changes, but you are handling them well.
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**Shashidhar Narayanan**
NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 12

The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see an another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**Sandip G**

When west indies batman Lorenz Marlon Simmons, was dropped for 58 in the second innings, that put the West Indies in a position to clinch the series in five Tests. However, Simmons’ dismissal did not change the course of the match. The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**Shamim Khan**

Sydney: Robert Pires and Hamza Ali Abid scored five wickets each to help Pakistan bowl New Zealand out for 189 and 184 after they were set a modest target in the first Twenty20 International here on Wednesday. Needing 110 to win, Pakistan fielded ably with Ali bowling a strong spell at the start. His four for 47 in his eight overs paved the way for Pakistan's victory.

Pant, Vihari hit contrasting tones
Sydney: Rohit Sharma and Washington Sundar scored fifties but India couldn't contain New Zealand's 238 after they were set a modest target in the first Twenty20 International here on Wednesday. Needing 110 to win, India fielded ably with Pant bowling a strong spell at the start. His four for 47 in his eight overs paved the way for India's victory.

**Curator, choister, OAT**

Lyons path to becoming one of the greatest off-spinners of all time is a road less travelled, but one that reveals his strong character.

**Aggression, caution and development. Can Gill play in Adelaide?**

Sanjeev GN

Rishabh Pant and Hanuma Vihari helped India to a 23-run win over New Zealand in the first T20I on Wednesday but, given the form of the tourists, how much should one worry about a single defeat? The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**Joe Mourinho**

Mourinho has been in charge of Tottenham since 2019 and has made a number of key decisions during his time at the club. He is known for his tactical acumen and ability to develop young talent. However, Mourinho has also been criticized for his defensive tactics and lack of results in Europe. Despite these challenges, Mourinho has managed to secure a place in the top four of the Premier League in each of his three seasons at the club.

**In Test cricket**

But it wasn't his talent on the field that caught the eye of Hough. It was his character and his ability to adapt to the demands of the game. The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**KYLE LASHER**

Lascher bagged seven wickets in a masterclass of swing bowling as New Zealand were dismissed for 184, who then returned to bat on the second day of the five-match series, which starts here on Thursday. After the game, Bengali coach Robson said, “We have seen Miguel on the field and his leadership of the game was very impressive. The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**Shamim Khan**

Sydney: Robert Pires and Hamza Ali Abid scored five wickets each to help Pakistan bowl New Zealand out for 189 and 184 after they were set a modest target in the first Twenty20 International here on Wednesday. Needing 110 to win, Pakistan fielded ably with Ali bowling a strong spell at the start. His four for 47 in his eight overs paved the way for Pakistan's victory.

Shamim Khan scored 4, 6 9as Jamieson and Tim Southee
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Rishabh Pant and Hanuma Vihari helped India to a 23-run win over New Zealand in the first T20I on Wednesday but, given the form of the tourists, how much should one worry about a single defeat? The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**Joe Mourinho**

Mourinho has been in charge of Tottenham since 2019 and has made a number of key decisions during his time at the club. He is known for his tactical acumen and ability to develop young talent. However, Mourinho has also been criticized for his defensive tactics and lack of results in Europe. Despite these challenges, Mourinho has managed to secure a place in the top four of the Premier League in each of his three seasons at the club.

**In Test cricket**

But it wasn't his talent on the field that caught the eye of Hough. It was his character and his ability to adapt to the demands of the game. The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**KYLE LASHER**

Lascher bagged seven wickets in a masterclass of swing bowling as New Zealand were dismissed for 184, who then returned to bat on the second day of the five-match series, which starts here on Thursday. After the game, Bengali coach Robson said, “We have seen Miguel on the field and his leadership of the game was very impressive. The tourists ended the day on the brink of completing a series victory in their tour of Australia. The West Indians on the ropes on day two of the five-Test series, but at the end of the fifth round, Simmons found it difficult to see another session of play. However, if they do get another session, they will be hoping for an attack on the west indies batsmen by the fifth round.

**Shamim Khan**

Sydney: Robert Pires and Hamza Ali Abid scored five wickets each to help Pakistan bowl New Zealand out for 189 and 184 after they were set a modest target in the first Twenty20 International here on Wednesday. Needing 110 to win, Pakistan fielded ably with Ali bowling a strong spell at the start. His four for 47 in his eight overs paved the way for Pakistan's victory.
First ever in the Country
International CoronaVirus Short Film Festival

Short films make you cry, laugh, angry, positive, negative. You name the feeling, it provides, fit is well made! It can stir you in a shorter span of time. Very effectively, it communicates.

Short films are short in length, one minute to 40 minutes. It focuses mainly on subject and concept. Sometimes it provides a platform to newcomer director, actor and writer. It can be professional or amateur, depending on the maker. Sometimes the budget of short films may exceeds a few crores, otherwise the merger, low budget or no budget at all.

Importance of Short Film was noted from its inception, but it started losing its sheen from 1980 onwards when film industry was again with D-Money. Who will make short films when there is a rush to earn crores by making block-busters.

Then came the year 2006, beginning of a new era for commercial cinema. Short films still had no takers and slash big funding was at wane for commercial cinema. In 2006, it had crumbled to its worst, that was the time when in India only 3-4 short film festivals were held annually. It was the time when Devendra Khindlewal, who had established himself as a big successful ad film maker, came to the picture. He took upon himself to get recognition for short films and documentaries.

He thought the best way to promote short films and organised the first “International Festival of Short Films on Culture & Tourism”. More than 1,000 films from 65 countries participated. It was greatly appreciated. The filmmakers, media and the general public thought it was the best thing to happen to Jaipur. Almost all the awardee film makers were able to sell their films. Union Minister Shri Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi & Khindlewal, the superstars of the South distributed the awards. The jury headed by the renowned film maker Bazu Chatterjee announced the decisions taken by the jury.

IFFC & Indian Infotainment Media Corporation (IIMC), promoted by Mr. Khindlewal, holds Festival on Gauchslin Films, and also Festival of Films on Tribal Art & Culture at different cities of India. In this sense three festivals have really brought a ray of hope to indigent short film makers and the dying movement of short films and documentaries.

Jury finalised these films on the criteria of safety measures, precaution, cure and experience based stories. Duration of these films are 1 to 6 minutes.

Shri Prakash Javdekar, Union I&B Minister will be the Chief Guest and Shri Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi, Union Minister of Minority Affairs will provide the presence, in the ceremony, in the presence of who’s who of the Capital and Ambassadors of various countries.

Board of Jury for Awards
1. Bherajaj Kumar: Actor, Director, Producer
2. Sonu Nigam: Playback Singer
3. Padma Shri Lalita Tyagi: Social Worker, Designer, Writer and Film Analyst
4. Padma Shri Dr. Ashok Mohite: Senior Journalist
5. Mouny Pandey: CEO, Rajya Sabha TV
6. Ashok Gupta: LAS: Principal Secretary, Government of Rajasthan
7. Gajendra Chauhan: TV & Film Artist
8. Anand Pandit: Film Producer & Distributor
9. Vijay Jelly: Consumer, International Forum for Friends of India
10. Mukesh Gupta: CMD, Graphiteads & Chairman, Entertainment, Media, Arts & Culture Committee PHD Chamber of Commerce & Industry

The award-winning films will be released on YouTube channels and OOTT platforms.

Film stars like Shashi Kapoor, Ketinde, Hera Malini, Mauhuni Chatterji, Jacyntha, Bhagwander, Aditi Govrikar, Vigna Fudli, Ralhi Roy, Tina Datta, Amits Dhanar, Dilip Thath, Shafquat Ali, Bakshi Mehdi, Raza Murad, Akbar Khan, Auris Chhabria, N. Chadha, Ansmeyl Sheff and many national and International film makers and ambassadors of various countries participated these festivals.

This year witnessed historical lockdown worldwide. The world has been under grip of the coronavirus epidemic since March. The economy collapsed, lakhs of human lives lost due to unprecedented corona. Amid Covid-19 epidemic, first virtual International CoronaVirus Short Film Festival is organized in Delhi. In this film festival, 2,855 films from 108 countries are participating.

Online
INTERNATIONAL
CORONA VIRUS
SHORT FILM FESTIVAL

Monday, 14 December 2020 at 11 am
NDMC Convention Centre, Sansad Marg, Connaught Place, New Delhi

More than 2800 Films from 108 Countries Participating

Stories based on Cure, Safety Measure and Lives during the Covid 19

Chief Guest: Shri Prakash Javdekar: Hon’ble Minister of State for Development, Defence & Commerce, Government of India

President: Shri Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi: Hon’ble Minister of Minority Affairs, Government of India

Sponsors:
Spike Advertising Pvt. Ltd. 
P: 9811171771 Email: spike.india@gmail.com

Website: www.coronavirusfilmsfestival.com

Organised by: Indian Infotainment Media Corporation (IIMC), Delhi, India: www.indianinfotainment.com